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========== Version number: 4.2.98 Release date: 22.12.2009 System requirements:
================================================== You must be using ATI Radeon X600 or newer to run
this utility. To learn more about InjectTunnel Crack Free Download, please go to: How to install: =============== You
must have ATI Radeon X600 or newer to install this utility! You must know what you are doing! Recommended tools:
================== No! How to uninstall: =================== You can't. You must use the original drivers
supplied by ATI. You must be using ATI Radeon X600 or newer to use this utility! License: =========== This utility is
licensed as freeware, released to public under a friendly license, which means you are free to use it as you like. There are no
restrictions. This is an overclocking utility with control the fan speed. This can be done for all three graphical cards: ATI
Radeon X800 and newer, ATI Radeon X300 and newer, ATI Radeon X200 and newer. If your main objective is to get
maximum performance, it is recommended to use Afterburner instead. Download =========== You can download
InjectTunnel Crack Free Download here: Please, see the ReadMe.txt file for more information. System Requirements
=================== I recommend you to use Radeon X800 or higher. If not you can't use this utility! Installation
============ InjectTunnel is just a freeware, released to public under a friendly license, which means you are free to use it
as you like. The package includes installer and uninstaller. - The instructions are written in English. - There is no need to install
any third party programs. - Files are located in a single folder. - You should need an administrator rights to install and uninstall
it. How to install it =============== Open the InjectTunnel\ATITunnel.msi file with a web browser. It is a small installer
file. When you finish, you must be logged in as an administrator. Restart

InjectTunnel Crack With Product Key [Updated]

The InjectTunnel Crack Mac utility was designed to help you control your graphics card and save power consumption when you
are doing some 3D tasks. 3D games and applications use more graphics core power and memory bandwidth than 2D
applications. When you are running a 3D application, InjectTunnel Free Download automatically modifies core and memory
clocks for the graphics card. In this way, InjectTunnel Torrent Download helps you save energy, which is especially needed with
nowadays energy-efficient graphic cards. Moreover, overclocking in a 3D mode is not possible without power management
control. So InjectTunnel allows you to control GPU fan speed if it is enabled by the graphics card BIOS. You can also save
power by disabling GPU fan speed when your system is in Standby mode or idle. Moreover, the utility reports current GPU
performance state, current memory VRAM usage, current GPU and memory frequencies, GPU and memory voltages and
current PCI-E clocks. InjectTunnel Features: ◆Save energy by changing core and memory clocks in 3D modes ◆Save power by
enabling and disabling GPU fan speed ◆Save energy by changing GPU and memory voltages in 3D modes ◆Control GPU fan
speed ◆Report current GPU and memory frequencies, memory VRAM usage, graphics card and GPU temperatures ◆Report
current PCI-E clocks ◆Report current PCI-E bus width, current PCI-E link speed ◆Monitor GPU usage ◆Monitor current
performance state of the graphics card ◆Monitor current performance state of the memory ◆Monitor current voltage of the
GPU and memory ◆Report GPU and memory voltages ◆Shutdown GPU, reset graphics card and enable power recovery This
software is completely safe. There is no possibility of damaging the graphic card, reducing performance or using incorrect
frequencies. InjectTunnel Installation: 1. The utility can be installed to any place you want. It does not require any system
registry changes. 2. Download the latest InjectTunnel installer and unzip the contents of the archive. 3. Run the software.
Choose an installation option: 3.1. Select the language: English, French, German, Spanish, Italian, Japanese, Korean and
Russian. 3.2. Choose the type of installation. 3.2.1. Windows x64: -- "Non Modulares" (the default) - the installation
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InjectTunnel [32|64bit]

================================ InjectTunnel is a small utility for ATI graphics card overclocking and power
management control. InjectTunnel uses the native Overdrive interface from ATI Catalyst display driver to change core and
memory clocks for 3D full-screen or 3D desktop modes. This means the new clocks are applied when a 3D mode is activated.
The utility can be used to control a fan speed of the graphics card too. You can even disable fan speed at all! Besides,
InjectTunnel measures two independent GPU temperatures by using thermal diodes, reports the current performance state of
the GPU, current VRAM and GPU frequencies, GPU voltage, GPU usage, PCI-E clock frequency and PCI-E bus width.
InjectTunnel features an intuitive and user-friendly interface that helps to use the utility immediately. Enjoy!
======================= Known issues: ======================= Support of multiple GPU boards not
implemented yet. Sometimes application freezes with some video drivers. Settings are not saved. There are some issues with
Fan Control feature: - Sometimes fan speed is applied to some graphics cards but you don't have any fan control application for
that particular card. - Sometimes the fan speed is applied to one of the graphic cards but you can't control the speed of the fans.
- Usually the fans speed is set to automatic and nothing happens. Some graphic cards don't work properly: - ATI Radeon HD
2800D graphics card. - Some boards using Rampage 3 and Rampage 4 will not work properly with the fan speed feature. - Some
boards with Rampage 3 and Rampage 4 will work properly with the fan speed feature but will not work with this utility.
======================= --------------------- What's new: --------------------- - Fixes for some graphics cards with issue
with fan speed control: - Insignia Radeon HD 2500/2600/2600 XT/2800/2800 XT - MSI HD7750 - Overdrive2 looks for and
use the new clock settings when 3D mode is activated. - Text is now compatible with Polish language. - Many new translations
were added. Thank you! - Improved UI and commands in the options menu. - Many small optimizations and fixes. - New
version contains many fixes in the fan control feature. - Added some new overclocking parameters for ATI Radeon HD
2600/2800 models. - The utility now supports SRP (Scalable Refresh Rate Profile

What's New In?

InjectTunnel is a tool for easy and smooth overclocking and power management control of ATI Radeon graphics cards. When
the application starts, it will automatically find and scan for the available ATI Radeon graphic cards present in your PC.
InjectTunnel will monitor your current GPU core and memory frequencies and will have them up to 50% higher than stock.
That way you will be able to overclock your ATI graphics card or activate power saving settings. InjectTunnel can set the core
and memory clocks automatically, but also manually (with a user chosen offset time) if you wish. InjectTunnel can also set a fan
speed for your ATI graphics card (if it is included). The utility has an intuitive and user-friendly interface that lets you quickly
navigate through all the parameters. With InjectTunnel you will be able to find out the current performance state of your ATI
graphics card, core and memory frequencies, GPU voltage, GPU temperature and graphics card VRAM usage. Features:
InjectTunnel is a fast and easy to use application that can detect your current ATI Radeon graphics card speed and get you up to
50% higher. With the utility you can change the core and memory clocks of your GPU, set a fan speed for your ATI graphics
card, and temperature and VRAM monitor too. InjectTunnel supports 64bit Windows 7/Vista/XP and does not require admin
rights to function. InjectTunnel is able to monitor up to 4 independent core and memory clocks of your ATI graphics card.
InjectTunnel automatically scales the core and memory clocks up or down to a user-chosen time offset from the current core
and memory clocks of your ATI graphics card. This is especially useful for GPU overclockers. InjectTunnel does not change
any power states, the only power states that will be changed is the core and memory clocks! InjectTunnel is able to set a fan
speed for your GPU. You can also control Fan on/off and Fan Speed. InjectTunnel can set a temperature and GPU temperature
monitoring offset (in Celsius). InjectTunnel reports the current performance state of your ATI graphics card. InjectTunnel
reports the current memory and core frequencies of your ATI graphics card. InjectTunnel reports your graphics card GPU
voltage, current memory and core frequencies, current GPU usage, current temperature of your graphics
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, Vista, XP (32-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium® IV 2.8 GHz or AMD Athlon® II X2 200+ Processor Speed: 2.8 GHz
Memory: 2 GB RAM Screen Resolution: 1024 X 768 or higher Free HDD Space: 5 GB VGA or DirectX compatible video card
DirectX 9 compatible video card Hard Drive Space: 10 GB or more Additional Notes: Installation of the OVRL - Enhanced
Edition requires
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